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I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning programs open the door to deepfakes: hyper-realistic, digitally falsified images and videos. Deepfakes have enhanced the art and education worlds. But these beneficial uses are often dwarfed by the dominance of their harmful applications. While there is an abundance of legal scholarship on deepfakes, much of the discussion has focused on its implications in the fake news context. One scholar even argues that there appears to be a tendency to “over-focus on the theoretical possibility of deepfake-induced geopolitical instability at the expense of tackling the present threat posed by the weaponization of deepfake pornography.” Indeed, deepfake pornography is the real and actual test case on the ground.

This Comment will analyze deepfakes in the interpersonal context—specifically the use of technology to make deepfaked nonconsensual pornography (“DNCP”). Because deepfake images and videos appear so real, the scale of potentially negative impact is especially alarming. The accessibility of deepfaking technology means that even the private individual is at great risk of being a victim of DNCP, which can cause both internal mental-emotional distress and external employment consequences. The messaging app Telegram, for instance, has
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been used to digitally strip 100,000 women and girls, including underage girls, of their clothing.\textsuperscript{4} Sensity AI, a research company that has been tracking online deepfakes since late 2018, found that between 90\% and 95\% of all deepfake videos on the Internet are of DNCP.\textsuperscript{5} Of that slice, 90\% is DNCP of women.\textsuperscript{6}

DNCP is a recent digital development similar to the print publication of nonconsensual pornography (‘NCP’).\textsuperscript{7} With NCP, women would sue a magazine for publishing images of their naked bodies in sexually explicit poses without consent.\textsuperscript{8} Some of these images were stolen from the victims; others were submitted by former lovers.\textsuperscript{9} In any event, such privacy violations led the victims to suffer immense psychological harm.\textsuperscript{10}

Whereas NCP captures a scene that happened in real life, DNCP fabricates a scene that never occurred. Instead of sharing a pre-existing image or video, a DNCP creator uses artificial intelligence to create entirely new digital content.\textsuperscript{11} By training a machine learning program with genuine input data, the creator stitches one person’s face onto another person’s body.\textsuperscript{12}

A natural place to start seeking a solution is in criminal law. While criminal law’s deterrent function demonstrates some progress in reducing the likelihood of victimization through DNCP, its effectiveness is rocky at best.\textsuperscript{13} Congress has not passed legislation squarely addressing NCP or DNCP, prompting states to act on their own. The result is a patchwork of different rules, and implementation is inconsistent given the realities of local law enforcement’s priorities and the phenomenon of victim blaming.

This Comment argues that the solution to making whole the victims of DNCP lies in civil law, specifically tort law. While defamation,
publicity in false light, and intrusion on seclusion are applicable to certain narrow fact patterns, intentional infliction of emotional distress with its proven track record in the NCP context makes it the most powerful theory for DNCP victims.

Part II of this Comment traces the development of deepfakes, illustrates their applications, and explains how attempts to police them via criminal statutes have fallen short. Part III evaluates current remedies, including detection technology, with a focus on those provided by torts. Of the torts I explore, the intentional infliction of emotional distress tort may be the best litigation strategy to address DNCP, with some caveats. It raises some First Amendment defenses, although the rationale justifying protection does not hold water in the DNCP context. And, under some specific fact patterns, other dignitary torts may be more effective. Despite this, the catch-all quality of the intentional infliction of emotional distress would provide DNCP victims with tools to be made whole despite the lack of specific statutory protections.

II. THE DEEPFAKE LANDSCAPE

A. Deepfake Technology

In 2015, Google released to the public TensorFlow, a platform offering tools to build machine learning models. The underlying technology is believed to have been created by Ian Goodfellow, currently a Director of Machine Learning in the Special Projects Group at another tech giant, Apple. These machine learning models are the building blocks for artificial intelligence (“AI”) algorithms. AI technology allows users to create seemingly authentic digital content, for example deepfakes. A portmanteau of “deep learning” and “fake,” deepfakes first went viral in 2017 when an account user by the name of @deepfakes posted a digitally falsified video created with TensorFlow to Reddit, a
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social media website. This video depicted actress Gal Gadot’s face, superimposed onto an actual pornography actress’s body.

1. How to Create a Deepfake

To produce a deepfake, a creator inputs genuine photo, video, and audio files of different people into a machine learning program. The artificial intelligence within the program reviews these inputs, called the “faceset,” and trains itself to recognize patterns in each individual’s tone, cadence, inflection, and movements. The creator then instructs the program to map one person’s physical and auditory characteristics onto another person’s body. The end product is a scene of someone saying or doing something that never actually occurred in real life.

2. Application of Deepfake Technology

There are many examples of how deepfake technology can be used to promote expression. For example, Hollywood uses deepfakes to make films starring actors who have passed away. It brought to life a speech that John F. Kennedy never delivered due to his assassination. The technology also has the potential to make dubbing of foreign language films more realistic. Children’s educational television shows include deepfaked historical characters to enrich the lessons. Museum curators feature life-size deepfakes of important figures on digital screens to supplement their exhibits. Mental health patients can use a live,
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real-time deepfake avatar to receive telehealth treatment, which avoids any potential stigma or biases from the healthcare provider.28 There is even evidence that ALS patients and other individuals suffering from similar forms of paralysis can use deepfakes to speak with their own voice via vocal avatars.29 All these examples form an impressive list of how deepfake technology promotes expression in a variety of contexts and its pro-social benefits.

But other deepfakes, created without the consent of the depicted individuals, are not so beneficial. To some, they are “one of the cruelest, most invasive forms of identity theft invented in the internet era.”30 In an increasingly connected world, where seeing is believing, deepfakes are especially ruthless tools of extortion and sabotage.31 For instance, some scammers in India use fraudulent social media profiles to lure victims into video calls.32 Then, the scammers use deepfaked pornography to encourage explicit behavior by the victims, record that behavior, and then use it to blackmail the victim (even creating deepfakes of the victims themselves).33

These examples demonstrate how the epistemological priority of sight—trusting what we see with our own eyes to be the uncontested truth34—leads to problematic results. It is hard to beat the power of story captured on film to serve as conclusive proof. Deepfake videos are especially sharp weapons, given the multi-sensory experience they generate. Because deepfakes “exploit the natural human tendency to rely on observation through [bodily] senses such as sight and sound,” the public potentially gives even suspicious deepfakes the benefit of the doubt and may believe them to be real.35

Not only is deepfake technology powerful, given its wide spectrum of application, but it has also become more and more accessible. The Internet is enormous, anonymous, and instant. This accessibility means that private individuals are both increasingly able to wield enormous power over victims and increasingly at risk of becoming deepfakes’ next
subjects themselves. Unlike Adobe Photoshop, which requires expensive software and a certain level of technical skill necessary for manual editing, deepfake programs are cheap and beginner-friendly. Even I, equipped with “a single source photo and zero technical experience,” could create a deepfake avatar with an application on my iPhone. Thousands of Reddit users and a New York Times journalist have done precisely that. And a creator need not manually gather the faceset. Open-source tools like DownAlbum and Instagram Scraper download all images of an individual from his or her social media accounts to create the faceset. Those with more technical experience can tinker with building their own deepfake program using open-source software available online. Developers have created mobile phone apps, meaning an average non-expert can manipulate videos with a few taps. There even exists a cottage industry where customers can hire deepfake creators to produce deepfakes for as little as twenty dollars.
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B. Deepfaked Nonconsensual Pornography

1. History

One particularly problematic application of deepfake technology is DNCP. DNCP can be traced to the broader general phenomenon of non-consensual pornography (“NCP”). NCP is the act of sharing a private, sexually explicit, genuine image or video without the consent of the depicted individual.\(^{44}\) NCP emerged in the 1980s when Hustler Magazine began publishing nude, reader-submitted photographs of “nonprofessional female models” in its “Beaver Hunt” column.\(^{45}\) Although the magazine required consent forms, forgeries went undetected because there was no formal procedure to ensure their accuracy or authenticity.\(^{46}\) With modern-day NCP, sometimes the content is stolen via hacking into the victim’s device.\(^{47}\) Other times it is shared nonconsensually by a prior romantic partner, as was often the case with Hustler Magazine.\(^{48}\)

NCP is commonly called “revenge pornography,” though leading cyber-harassment scholars argue that the moniker is misleading and undermines its harmful effects.\(^{49}\) “Revenge pornography” over-emphasizes the explicit nature of the content, suggesting that sexuality is shameful, and only captures a specific scenario of abuse.\(^{50}\) Not all revenge pornography is revenge-driven. Other motives include entertainment, profit, or notoriety.\(^{51}\) One 2017 study by the Cyber Civil Rights Initiative found that 79% of those who shared NCP said they did not mean to hurt the individuals depicted.\(^{52}\) For these reasons, scholars Clara McGlynn and Erika Rackley suggest that using the term “image-based sexual abuse” would better focus the law on the wrongful act it-
self, which is the disseminator’s breach of trust, and avoid fueling victim blaming. What is important is not the consensually created image but the fact that the distributor exceeded the bounds of that initial consent when subsequently sharing it.

NCP is widely shared digitally, typically via social media platforms, emails, and text messages. In 2009, someone changed the Facebook profile picture of Holly Jacobs, then a college student, into a nude photograph of herself. She confronted her ex-boyfriend, the only person with whom she shared such photos, who denied involvement and claimed he was hacked. Nowadays, NCP is available both on NCP-exclusive websites and on more mainstream pornography websites. The Cyber Civil Rights Initiative found that 15.8% of all women reported having been victimized by or threatened with NCP.

DNCP, a more recent development, is NCP in the artificial intelligence age. Like NCP, DNCP involves a sexually explicit image shared without consent. But whereas NCP images are authentic, DNCP images are doctored to depict scenes that never happened in real life. As with deepfakes more generally, DNCP is created using an artificial intelligence program’s iterative learning process. DNCP takes NCP’s lack of consent one step further. The actor not only lacks the depicted individual’s consent for the distribution of the doctored image but also lacks consent for the creation of the doctored image in the first place.

2. Dangers to Victims

Victims of DNCP commonly experience mental distress and emotional embarrassment. Although celebrity DNCP is a frequent use of deepfake technology to date, the ease and accessibility of deepfakes—and thus of DNCP—ratchets up the likelihood of everyday people serving as a target of a DNCP campaign. Plus, NCP actors have also developed ways to take advantage of search engine algorithms so that search
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results for a particular person will result in NCP populating first.\textsuperscript{62} There is no reason to think this practice has not already been implemented for DNCP. An innocent Google search to find someone’s social media presence may lead to the discovery of a DNCP campaign, complicating the interpersonal relationship.

Given that the targets are overwhelmingly female,\textsuperscript{63} DNCP exploits and further stigmatizes female sexuality. Such misogynistic abuse discourages female participation in the digital space, which reduces the quality of public discourse.\textsuperscript{64} For example, following a television interview where investigative journalist Rana Ayyub criticized the Indian prime minister, someone targeted Ayyub with a DNCP video in which her face was overlaid onto the body of a different woman engaged in sex.\textsuperscript{65} As the DNCP went viral, online harassment spilled over into real-life complications—the turmoil resulted in her hospitalization for heart palpitations.\textsuperscript{66}

In addition to psychological impact, DNCP generates serious external consequences, particularly in the employment market. A Microsoft study found that almost 80\% of employers use search results to make hiring decisions.\textsuperscript{67} First impressions are influential. If employers come across nude photographs, they are unlikely to follow up with the candidates and inquire whether those photographs were the results of NCP or DNCP.\textsuperscript{68} Even if the prospective employer understands that the photos are fake, seeing “the pornographic depictions may taint their view of these women, just as knowledge of a rape victim’s identity often colors
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people’s associations with her.”69 Instead, employers are likely to pursue the path of least resistance, moving on to other candidates who are less likely to reflect poorly on the employer.70

C. Landscape of Statutory Remedies

Because deepfakes pose great risks to the public, criminal liability makes sense to achieve deterrence. But there is no federal law criminalizing NCP or DNCP.71 As a result, actors are either prosecuted under indirectly related federal laws or under state law.72 Even where criminal law does cover NCP and DNCP, it is inadequate due to enforcement issues. This is explained in detail below.

1. Tangential Federal Laws

Congress has passed legislation regulating activity on the Internet that may extend to DNCP. Federal cyberstalking laws like the Interstate Anti-Stalking Punishment and Prevention Act make it a felony to use any “interactive computer service or electronic communication service . . . to engage in a course of conduct that . . . causes, attempts to cause, or would reasonably be expected to cause substantial emotional distress to a person . . . .”73 This law might be stretched to reach DNCP, but it is likely of limited use for one-off NCP and DNCP cases for two reasons. First, the law requires that the actor “have an intent to kill, injure, harass, intimidate, or place under surveillance with intent to kill, injure, harass, or intimidate another person.”74 Actors who prove some other objective besides intent to harm—such as humor—would not satisfy the intent requirement. Second, sanctions have so far been reserved for actors who are consistent in their harassment.75

The Computer Fraud and Abuse Act prohibits computer hacking and the distribution of information obtained from it.76 This statute is helpful in the rare cases where NCP or DNCP is obtained or created from computer hacking.
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The Video Voyeurism Prevention Act of 2004 punishes “the intent to capture an image of a private area of an individual without their consent, and knowingly does so under circumstances in which the individual has a reasonable expectation of privacy.” This Act potentially applies to DNCP, as the statutory definition of “capture” includes “to electronically transmit a visual image with the intent that it is viewed,” but it may be underinclusive with respect to actors who merely produce DNCP.

The Copyright Act of 1976 grants the original creator of works of authorship five exclusive rights: to reproduce, to create derivative works, to distribute, to perform, and to display. Because copyright protection is only available where the work is created by the victim, this solution is of limited efficacy. In the NCP context, it is more likely that the victim is also the creator of the work of authorship—she took a nude photo of herself—and this is the case for about 80% of all NCP victims. However with DNCP, the victim may have personally taken the original photos in the faceset—so she may be able to assert copyright over these source images—but she did not “take” the deepfaked photo. Moreover, the artificial nature of the doctored content makes for a more forceful case of the fair use exception. Under this exception, the actor has a strong affirmative defense to a copyright violation in situations where he did not financially benefit from the DNCP. In any event, copyright law is meant to incentivize creation by granting a monopoly to protect an author’s commercial interests in his or her work, not to protect from emotional harm.

2. Attempts at Targeted Federal Laws

The only successfully enacted federal legislation related to deepfakes is the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2020. But this act does not establish criminal liability. Rather, it requires that the Director of National Intelligence submit a report to congressional
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intelligence committees detailing the potential national security impacts of machine-manipulated media and allows the director to award grants for research of deepfake detection technology.86

Additionally, several attempts to criminalize deepfakes have stalled over worries that they were too broad, risking violations of the First Amendment.87 For instance, Senator Benjamin Sasse of Nebraska introduced the Malicious Deepfake Prohibition Act of 2018, which would have made it illegal to "create, with the intent to distribute, a Deepfake with the intent that the distribution of the Deepfake would facilitate criminal or tortious conduct."88 But it has not moved past committee.89

New York Representative Yvette Clark introduced the DEEP FAKES Accountability Act,90 which would have instituted several initiatives to regulate such content and protect victims. First, it would have required anyone creating a deepfake to watermark the deepfake with a label stating it had been altered.91 Second, it would have created criminal and civil liability for failing to disclose the videos’ altered nature.92 Third, the bill outlined a framework for enforcement and victim assistance, requiring the Attorney General to place a coordinator in each U.S. Attorney’s Office to receive reports of deepfakes from foreign nations and coordinate prosecutions.93 Finally, a Deep Fakes Task Force would have been created within the Department of Homeland Security to address deepfakes’ national security impact.94 However, the bill has not progressed since being referred to a subcommittee.95

Senator Robert Portman of Ohio introduced the Deepfake Report Act of 2019,96 which was passed in the Senate but stalled in the House.97 The bill would have required the Department of Homeland Security to
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report periodically on the “state of digital content forgery technology” and conduct relevant public hearings to gather information as part of that process.98

3. Targeted State Laws

On the state side, forty-eight states and the District of Columbia have statutes criminalizing NCP.99 States with NCP laws vary in assigning the severity of the offense—misdemeanor or felony—and characterizing the harm—e.g., as a type of violation of privacy or of harassment, or simply as a stand-alone category of offense.100

Currently, three states have laws explicitly targeting deepfakes. In Virginia, anyone who shares DNCP of someone else is subject to a misdemeanor101 that may come with twelve months in jail and a $2,500 fine.102 Meanwhile, California has enacted a private cause of action against the DNCP distributor.103 Texas law criminalizes the creation and distribution of deepfake videos, but only those intended to harm candidates running for office during elections.104

D. The Shortcomings of Current Criminal Statutes

The wide coverage of NCP under state law, while promising, does not mean that these cases are readily addressed. Given the inefficacy of such NCP laws for NCP itself,105 seeking relief for DNCP victims via NCP laws—on the theory that both involve nonconsensual acts and reputational damage—is likely insufficient. Even where there are targeted DNCP laws, resource constraints and the tendency to victim blame challenge enforcement.

1. Resource and Jurisdiction Constraints

Although law enforcement agencies have large investigative capacities, these capacities may not be deployed due to resource constraints,
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internal priorities, and external politics resulting in underenforcement.\footnote{106}{See Chesney & Citron, supra note 1, at 1801.} Local police departments sometimes dismiss victims by saying the online activity was legal or that they lack jurisdiction.\footnote{107}{See Citron, supra note 62, at 47.} In Holly Jacobs’s case, the local police department said there was nothing they could do as she was over eighteen, and her ex-boyfriend did not technically steal the photographs from her.\footnote{108}{Miller, supra note 55.} Some Federal Bureau of Investigation agents say this type of interpersonal online abuse is not related to national security, and thus they cannot help.\footnote{109}{Citron, supra note 62, at 47.} The Department of Justice’s Computer Crimes and Intellectual Property Section has the investigative techniques necessary to identify online perpetrators, but “their capabilities do not scale easily.”\footnote{110}{Chesney & Citron, supra note 1, at 1801.} There is also the risk that district attorneys will prosecute to promote their self-interests rather than the interests of the victims.\footnote{111}{Id. at 1789.}

2. Victim Blaming

Furthermore, some socially held attitudes prevent people from taking victims’ requests for help seriously. Victim blaming abounds, especially in the NCP context, where often the initial creation of the media may have been consensual.\footnote{112}{Citron, supra note 62, at 78.} The invasion of privacy was of the victim’s own making, and the solution is apparently simple: “[p]eople just have to grow up in terms of what they’re taking and loading on to the computer because the risk is so high.”\footnote{113}{Shalailah Medhora, Senate Committee Recommends the Criminalisation of Revenge Porn, GUARDIAN (Feb. 25, 2016), https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2016/feb/25/senate-committee-recommends-the-criminalisation-of-revenge-porn [https://perma.cc/WPT7-9VP2].} The underlying logic is that “if you do not take pictures or videos of yourself or allow others to take them, then you will not have a problem.”\footnote{114}{Peter W. Cooper, The Right to Be Virtually Clothed, 91 WASH. L. REV. 817, 819 (2016).} Even in the DNCP context, where it is clear that the victim did not consent to the inherently false image, victim blaming is an obstacle.\footnote{115}{Hao, supra note 5 (“The fact that faked and deepfake porn are inherently false also doesn’t quiet the volume of victim blaming.”).}

But advising victims to self-help or to go offline because “boys will be boys,”\footnote{116}{Citron, supra note 62, at 20.} ignores the reality that images are taken constantly in today’s connected world.\footnote{117}{Cooper, supra note 114, at 819.} It also dismisses the “gendered nature of the
problem.” Data suggests that NCP and DNCP disproportionately affect women.\textsuperscript{118} Recall that the majority of deepfake videos online are DNCP and that the majority of those are of women.\textsuperscript{119} Danielle Citron notes that perpetrators “know that women will be seen as sluts . . . . It will make them unemployable, undateable, and at risk for sexual assault.”\textsuperscript{120} It is usually men who engage in the initial act of creation or distribution, then women who suffer the consequences at the other end.\textsuperscript{121}

III. Remedies

A. Detection Technology

Although this Comment focuses on ex post tort remedies, ex ante solutions are also on the table. The primary ex ante tool against DNCP is detection, which sorts between genuine and doctored media and then blocks the latter from being distributed in the first place. Nothing is ever guaranteed to be deleted from the Internet,\textsuperscript{122} so circulation may extend perhaps indefinitely into the future. Combining this longevity with the ease of DNCP dissemination means that eradication is almost impossible without major development in detection technology.

But some crude detection methods already exist.\textsuperscript{123} For example, some software can count the number of times someone in a video blinks, then compare that number to an average human’s blink rate of fifteen to twenty times a minute.\textsuperscript{124} The software would flag the potentially fake content—those where it counted too many or too few blinks.
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B. Internet Companies’ Incentives

Once we clear the detection technology development hurdle, the natural extension would be to convince Internet companies to implement content moderation. But it still might be difficult to persuade these companies, even those committed to stopping deepfakes, to employ detection technology at the point of upload voluntarily. For example, there are considerable transaction costs in the decision between banning all deepfakes or just those with the potential to cause harm. And how should these gatekeeping companies balance competing interests—such as free expression, truth, and public safety—while distinguishing between beneficial and harmful deepfakes? Targeting just the latter will necessitate some level of human interpretation in making these line-drawing judgments, but humans are error-prone.

Thankfully, companies likely have independent incentives to self-policing in this way. Profitability is tied to user numbers. And although Twitter and Facebook continue to be popular despite problematic posts, content moderation is key to their ability to continue attracting and retaining users in the long-run and remaining relevant figures in global communications. Websites known to have robust policies in this space are commonplace in everyday life—Reddit, for example, which has since banned deepfakes and taken down the r/deepfakes subreddit page—whereas completely unmoderated websites are relegated to the fringes of the Internet—8chan, 4chan, and Voat allow DNCP. But until technology innovates an ex ante solution, the law must grapple with how to make these victims whole ex post.
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C. Pursuing Litigation

Litigation is the law’s ex post remedy and likely the sharpest tool until detection technology catches up. But lawsuits are not silver bullets. Hiring an attorney and seeking a legal remedy is both expensive and time-consuming. Bringing a claim means reliving the nightmarish experience. Most of the time, plaintiffs may not bring their cases anonymously, meaning they expose themselves to more public scrutiny.\textsuperscript{131} Even if the court finds for the plaintiff and orders monetary damages and a positive injunction for websites to take down the content, those remedies do little to undo the plaintiff’s reputational and emotional damage.

Solutions proposed for NCP may be promising for DNCP. While it is true that the common law’s incremental pace of development lags behind that of technology, common law nevertheless accommodates the fast pace of technological innovation more flexibly than statutory criminal law. Unlike a victim for NCP, a victim for DNCP arguably does not exist in real life; however, the two concepts nevertheless share sufficient commonalities to utilize the same common-law-based torts.

1. The Plaintiff Problem

Every lawsuit starts with a plaintiff. But who should bring the lawsuit? In each instance of DNCP, there are two potential plaintiffs since the depicted “person” is a fiction: (1) the source body and (2) the source face. Although the person whose body was used for the DNCP was also violated, it seems more reasonable for the person whose face was used to serve as the plaintiff. Faces are more readily identifiable than other parts of the body, so it is likely that the source face individual suffers the bulk, if not all, of the harm and thus can bring a more persuasive case.

2. The Defendant Problem and Section 230

And against whom should the lawsuit be brought? A natural starting point is to sue platforms since they have the deep pockets to pay damages, but Section 230 of the Communications Decency Act grants blanket immunity to platforms for user-generated content.\textsuperscript{132} Congress enacted Section 230 in response to \textit{Stratton Oakmont, Incorporated v. Prodigy Services Company}.\textsuperscript{133} There, the New York Supreme Court of Nassau County held that an Internet service provider’s
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exercise of editorial control over content posted on its online bulletin board made it equivalent to an offline publisher, meaning it was liable for defamatory content posted on that board. Following this holding, other Internet service providers worried about potential liability for their users’ posts, discouraging them from regulating content. Congress feared that the potential for liability would discourage investors from infusing capital to support the growth of these new companies, which were key players during this time of the Internet’s infancy. It hoped that treating websites as mere empty news racks for users to freely populate with content for the world to see would encourage these services to voluntarily self-police without the risk that a mistake would lead to civil liability. Zeran v. America Online, Incorporated expanded this immunity beyond publishers to distributors. In this case, a plaintiff sued AOL for not removing defamatory statements a third party posted about him. But the Fourth Circuit worried about liability’s chilling effect—it did not want AOL to restrict or censor posted content rigorously—so it extended Section 230 protection to distributors.

As “one of the most valuable tools for protecting freedom of expression and innovation on the Internet,” Section 230 likely precludes lawsuits where the website is the defendant. It has shielded Internet companies from liability in defamation, negligence, IIED, and privacy claims. Therefore, victims cannot seek to make themselves whole from the likely least cost avoider with the deepest pockets.

Since suing the platforms seems to be a dead-end, plaintiffs should seek out those who created and those who distributed the DNCP, which may or may not be the same person. There is an argument that only the latter should be held liable, as it is the dissemination of the content that causes harm to the plaintiff. After all, one might argue that the mere isolated creation of DNCP does not result in harm to the victim who is
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not aware of it. If the DNCP remains safely in the files of the creator, it does not traumatize anyone in real life and remains a victimless crime. But this position seems intuitively unsatisfying. Creating DNCP still feels wrong even if it is not shared. Plus, quantifying precisely how "bad" a certain act is seems like a line-drawing problem, capturing a difference in degree rather than in kind.

D. Intentional Infliction of Emotional Distress

Assuming the victim manages to identify a defendant and he is in the United States, tort remedies are adequate. However, because DNCP is an exercise of expression, the First Amendment complicates the analysis.

Intentional or reckless infliction of emotional distress ("IIED") appears most generally applicable to DNCP, though other torts are more suitable to certain narrow fact patterns. IIED is a catch-all tort meant to cover situations where an actor's conduct “exceeded all permissible bounds of a civilized society but an existing tort claim was unavailable.” All states have recognized IIED in some form. The elements of an IIED tort are extreme and outrageous conduct that intentionally or recklessly causes severe emotional disturbance to another that results in emotional or bodily harm. Unlike the related negligent infliction of emotional distress tort, physical injury is not a prerequisite for recovery. With IIED, there is less risk of frivolous or outright bogus claims since the outrageousness of the actor’s conduct is assurance that the emotional harm is real.

Plaintiffs can successfully advance theories of IIED in court. For instance, an NCP plaintiff woman brings a lawsuit against her ex-boyfriend who had posted her nude images on twenty-three websites. The court awarded her $425,000 in damages. A more recent successful IIED claim, where the plaintiff sued an ex-boyfriend for posting sexual photos and videos of her, concluded with the court awarding the plaintiff $6.4 million in damages.
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Given these examples showing the strength of IIED in the NCP context, IIED is likely the most powerful tort available for DNCP victims. It is true that the presence of extreme and dangerous conduct might be difficult to prove in court, since images of various levels of nakedness are omnipresent in today’s media. But what is considered “extreme and dangerous conduct” is contextual and fact-sensitive, bending to society’s expectations. Courts have found certain extreme practical jokes and even words alone to be outrageous. A DNCP plaintiff will likely successfully show that the actor’s conduct was beyond the bounds of human decency, beyond what a civilized community would find tolerable. Creating and circulating DNCP likely falls outside what reasonable minds think is acceptable behavior. It violates privacy and ignites severe downstream consequences, which is likely more than enough to pass the “extreme and dangerous” bar.

Although the intent requirement is difficult to prove, the success of NCP IIED claims mentioned above is a testament to how this is not much of a challenge. Where the defendant is creating, sharing, or notifying the victim of the DNCP’s existence, that voluntary act likely meets the requisite mens rea for the tort in spite of the defendant’s likely claim that he did not mean to harm the victim.

Of course, the plaintiff will need to show distress severe enough to result in “mental suffering, mental anguish, mental or nervous shock, or the like.” One downside of this tort is that many courts do not find liability for purely emotional distress; thus, the harassment needs to escalate to the point where the victim manifests at least some bodily harm before she has a viable cause of action. In other words, purely reputational or psychological harm is not enough to get into the court-
house. But as we have seen from Ayyub’s experience, the resulting humiliation and horror from DNCP can translate into bodily harm severe enough that no reasonable person should be expected to endure it.\textsuperscript{157}

Due to free speech concerns, the actual malice standard may apply in the IIED context, depending on the plaintiff’s status as a public figure. Under this standard, the defendant must have made the statement with “knowledge that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or not” to be held liable.\textsuperscript{158} After Hustler Magazine published an article stating that famous minister Jerry Falwell’s first sexual encounter was “a drunken incestuous rendezvous with his mother in an outhouse,” Falwell sued the magazine for IIED.\textsuperscript{159} However, because he was a public figure, he needed to show that Hustler Magazine made a false statement of fact with actual malice.\textsuperscript{160} In the end, the Court reversed the Court of Appeals’ holding for Falwell, finding that Falwell had failed to meet this burden.\textsuperscript{161} The article was closer to a political cartoon or caricature, which are common tools of political debate that public figures should reasonably expect to come their way.\textsuperscript{162}

For the DNCP creator defendant, actual malice with respect to the deepfake would be immediately met since the act of creation necessarily means the defendant has actual, personal knowledge of the final image’s falsity. But the actual malice and mens rea analyses are murkier for a downstream DNCP distributor. Distributors might not expect the video they share with the public at large to ever reach the victim, meaning they will not think any emotional distress is eminent. However, this would not be the case if the distributor disseminates the video into a closed group he knows will bring the victim emotional distress, like a group comprised entirely of the victim’s family. Although distributors may be remote from creation, their involvement in further circulating the DNCP arguably creates emotional distress as well.

1. The First Amendment

The biggest hurdle for an IIED plaintiff is undoubtedly the constitutional protection of free speech. Upholding the victim’s privacy rights and upholding the actor’s freedom of expression are in tension. In the course of developing First Amendment doctrine, the Supreme Court has maintained that restrictions on speech based on content are presumed
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invalid.\textsuperscript{163} Disclosing and publishing NCP is seen as speech because it is “a communicative, symbolic act that expresses an idea,”\textsuperscript{164} and this logic easily extends to DNCP. But nevertheless the “right to free speech is not absolute at all times and under all circumstances.”\textsuperscript{165} It leaves some categories of speech unprotected, such as obscenity, perjury, blackmail, and child pornography.\textsuperscript{166}

What is absent from the list of unprotected categories of speech is falsity, because importantly falsity alone does not render something outside the bounds of First Amendment protection.\textsuperscript{167} The Court has recognized that “[e]ven a false statement may be deemed to make a valuable contribution to public debate, since it brings about ‘the clearer perception and livelier impression of truth, produced by its collision with error.’”\textsuperscript{168} The marketplace of ideas concept provides the basis for protecting lies. There is no problem with false narratives circulating freely since vigorous discussion empowers people to discover which stories are actually true.\textsuperscript{169} As the marketplace is adequate to correct pernicious opinions, the judicial system need not interfere.

2. Inapplicable Rationale

However, this theory of lies competing with truths until the latter prevails, justifying the constitutional protection of falsity, might not hold true online. Social media algorithms circulate deepfakes and other provocative content more readily than truthful, less attention-grabbing posts.\textsuperscript{170} It is not truth that rises to the top, but what generates the most user engagement. In such situations, it is hard for the truth to compete. Plus, the majority of U.S. adults report they have trouble identifying whether information found online is trustworthy.\textsuperscript{171} Even younger people, digital natives who grew up with technology and became proficient
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with computers from an early age, find it difficult to confirm the authenticity of social media content.\(^\text{172}\)

Further, this rationale of lies competing with truths is not as applicable to deepfakes, especially where they are so hyper-realistic “that the truth may never prevail unless there is some intervention, either through private website owners or by the government.”\(^\text{173}\) The victim circulating a statement asserting the image is a deepfake might be seen as attempting ex post damage control to salvage reputation rather than declaring the truth of the matter. All to say, DNCP does not lend itself to a prescription of counter-speech, which is an argument frequently employed to support First Amendment protection.\(^\text{174}\) How does one counter the exposure of her intimate images? The depicted individual can attempt to announce that the image is fake, but the public has already been misinformed. Will the announcement even reach all who saw the image? Even if the announcement reaches them, will they believe it? The DNCP that will be the most difficult to debunk will be the ones that feed into confirmation bias.\(^\text{175}\) If the depicted individual is already rumored to be provocative, then insisting on the image’s falsity will be an uphill battle. Regardless of what the victim says in her defense, it will probably be futile since the ability to see something is uniquely convincing.

3. Lack of Matter of Public Concern

The First Amendment is likely a weak defense for IIED defendants because the First Amendment is primarily concerned with political speech and DNCP does not touch on matters of public concern. In *Snyder v. Phelps*,\(^\text{176}\) the Court considered whether the First Amendment shielded the Westboro Baptist Church from liability for, among other claims, IIED.\(^\text{177}\) The church believes that God hates the United States for tolerating homosexuality, including in its military.\(^\text{178}\) In 2006, its members picketed outside a soldier’s funeral with signs reading “Thank God for Dead Soldiers,” “Priests Rape Boys,” and “You’re Going
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to Hell.” The soldier’s father sued for IIED, and the jury found in his favor. The Supreme Court, however, set aside the jury award, finding that the content of the church’s speech related to matters of “political, social, or other concern to the community” and not to matters of purely private concern. Its messages touched on “the political and moral conduct of the United States and its citizens, the fate of our Nation, homosexuality in the military, and scandals involving the Catholic clergy.” Moreover, the church had notified authorities in advance of its plans to picket at the funeral and complied with police instructions in staging the demonstration. Even if some of the speech was directed at the deceased, that “would not change the fact that the overall thrust and dominant theme of Westboro’s demonstration spoke to broader public issues.” Applying the Court’s logic to DNCP, it appears a plaintiff will be barred from recovery if a DNCP defendant is able to “couch [his] extreme and outrageous speech or conduct on the grounds of public concern.”

But while the Court reiterated its commitment to “uninhibited, robust, and wide-open” debates on public issues in *Snyder*, it also opined that distributing a video of an employee engaged in sexual conduct is a private concern and thus less protected. This kind of video “did nothing to inform the public about any aspect of the [employer’s] functioning or operation.” DNCP of individuals engaged in a private act also does not inform the public about anything of public concern. And unlike the church demonstrators who sought some semblance of consent—albeit from local authorities and not from the affected plaintiff—DNCP creators and distributors are, by definition, not engaged in the same pre-approval.

If the public street where the church demonstrated is “the archetype of a traditional public forum” where free speech is traditionally exercised, the Internet then is the archetype of a modern public forum in today’s digital age. But there are limits to the public forum doctrine.
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Picketing on the public street around a particular residence or right outside an abortion clinic entrance without respecting a buffer zone are impermissible.\textsuperscript{191} Similarly, DNCP creators and distributors can be understood as violating the private personal space of the victims.

The Snyder case is further distinguishable in that there was no pre-existing conflict between the parties to the lawsuit. Westboro had long been engaged in speaking on the subjects of its demonstration before it learned of Matthew Snyder.\textsuperscript{192} Such circumstances mean it would be difficult to see how “Westboro’s speech on public matters was intended to mask an attack on Snyder over a private matter.”\textsuperscript{193} But DNCP victims often do have pre-existing relationships with the actors. This is even more so the case for non-celebrities without images freely circulating online; actors would only be able to gather a faceset from the victim’s private social media profiles.

E. Defamation

If IIED were to fail, an additional remedy could be found under defamation law. At common law, one’s reputation has value.\textsuperscript{194} Although the First Amendment liberally protects speech, the Court has held that “there is no constitutional value in false statements of fact.”\textsuperscript{195} The defamation tort imposes liability on those who make such false, public statements resulting in reputational harm.\textsuperscript{196} Defamation by writing and analogous contemporary means is libel, whereas defamation communicated orally is slander.\textsuperscript{197} Required elements include a false and defamatory statement about another, an unprivileged publication to a third party, fault of at least negligence on the actor’s part, and harm from the publication.\textsuperscript{198} Language is defamatory if it tends to expose the subject to shame, ridicule, degradation, or disgrace or induces “an evil opinion of [her] in the minds of right-thinking persons,
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and to deprive [her] of [her] friendly intercourse in society." Publica-

tion is an act by which the defamatory matter is intentionally or negli-
gently communicated to a third person. The matter need not be made

known to the public generally nor to a large group of persons.

As with IIED, the proof required depends on whether the defama-
tion plaintiff is a public figure. Public figures are persons "having some
special prominence in the affairs of society or of the resolution of public
questions." Where the plaintiff is a public figure, she must bring evi-
dence of actual malice—the actor made the statement "with knowledge
that it was false or with reckless disregard of whether it was false or
not." Given their place in the public eye, they are regular targets of
criticism, but not every attack is necessarily unlawful. In other words,
the public figure plaintiff cannot recover for a defamatory falsehood un-
less she can show that the published statement was false and that the
statement was made with the requisite mens rea.

Whether the plaintiff is required to prove "fault" on the part of the
defendant depends on the content of the speech at issue too. If the plain-
tiff is suing for defamation from a statement on matters of public con-
cern, the Supreme Court has indicated that "fault" is a necessary ele-
ment to comply with free speech under the First Amendment. Thus,
many modern cases say that the defendant must be at least negligent
to be found liable for defamation. But where a private individual is
suing for defamation from a published matter not of public concern, she
need not show that the defendant was at fault nor bring evidence of
actual loss to recover under the common law doctrine of presumed dam-
ages.

DNCP constitutes a false and defamatory statement because (1) it
is a doctored, and thus false, image that does not capture a real scene,
and (2) the image where the identifiable victim appears to be naked or
engaged in sexual activity is harmful to the victim’s reputation. The
average person probably thinks that only certain types of people would
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have such scandalous presence on the Internet such as adult entertainment stars and those with “bad” morals. So at least for the average private individual, DNCP is creating a harmful and false statement about what kind of person the victim is.

Further, DNCP publication appears to satisfy the definition of defamation per se—it is a statement that imputes misconduct, lack of integrity, or inability in a person’s trade, profession, or office. With claims of defamation per se, the plaintiff is relieved from the burden of producing any proof that she has been injured. Prima facie strict liability is appropriate because this form of defamation is “by [its] very nature . . . likely to cause mental and emotional distress, as well as injury to reputation, so there arguably is little reason to require proof for this kind of injury either.”

_Tharpe v. Lawidjaja_ shows how defamation could apply to DNCP. In that case, the plaintiff sued for defamation after the defendant altered—not with artificial intelligence but Photoshop—and distributed photos. The photos depicted the plaintiff acting in a sexually explicit matter, identified the plaintiff as a “porn star,” and attached identifiers to the photos linking them to the plaintiff’s employer. The court dismissed the defendant’s motion for summary judgment, finding the statements to be defamatory per se. The statements implied that the plaintiff was unfit to perform his job as a youth soccer coach and further prejudiced him in his profession.

The fatal Achilles heel of bringing a defamation claim for DNCP is that the publication must be to a third party. There is no requisite publication, and thus no defamation claim, if the defamatory matter was communicated only to the person directly defamed. This element means the tort will be underinclusive—it will leave out DNCP used privately for extortion or blackmail.
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F. Publicity in False Light

Closely related to the defamation tort is the publicity in false light tort. In fact, defamation and false light are often brought together. The damage to the victim's reputation is the basis for the defamation claim, while mental distress from exposure to public view is the basis for the publicity in false light claim. Publicity in false light protects one's peace of mind. An actor who gives publicity to a matter concerning another that places the other in a false light is liable if the false light would be “highly offensive to a reasonable person” and “the actor had knowledge of or acted recklessly as to falsity of the publicized matter and the false light in which the other would be placed.” Unlike defamation, the publicized matter for false light only needs to be false, not false and defamatory. In this way, false light’s lower threshold means greater chances for a plaintiff to prevail.

Unlike defamation, which assigns different plaintiffs different burdens of proof, false light requires that all plaintiffs, whether public or private figures, prove actual malice on the part of the defendant. However, this requirement will not doom DNCP cases where the defendant is the creator. Since the original act of generating the doctored image indicates knowledge of the publicized matter’s falsity, suits against creators of DNCP would likely meet this element. Where the defendant is a DNCP distributor, actual malice would be a more formidable hurdle.

Whereas “publication” in defamation is satisfied with an unprivileged transmission to a single third party, “publicity” in false light is a high bar. To pass this bar, the information must be either shared with the public at large or to “so many persons that the matter must be substantially certain to become public knowledge.” This requirement may be hard to meet in cases where the DNCP is shared with a limited group or to niche websites.

There are, however, compelling policy reasons for why courts should consider loosening the “widely shared” requirement. Although a strict rule prevents frivolous litigation, it seems arbitrary to presume that sufficient harm to find the defendant liable only manifests when
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the disclosure is made to a wide audience. DNCP shared with a small group of people, where its members have influence over the plaintiff’s life, is just as damaging. Moreover, in terms of administrability, broadening this standard would remove the demanding inquiry of determining how much exposure is enough for public disclosure.

It seems natural to apply false light to DNCP. The tort comes from “an awareness that people who are made to seem pathetic or ridiculous may be shunned, and not just people who are thought to be dishonest or incompetent or immoral.” In *Douglass v. Hustler Mag., Inc.*, the plaintiff sued for publicity in false light after the magazine published nude photos she had taken for a different magazine. She argued that Hustler’s publicity insinuated she was a lesbian and the kind of person who would be willing to be shown naked in the defendant magazine. The Seventh Circuit concluded that this was enough for the plaintiff to have a cause of action for false light. Just as it would be reasonable for a jury to find the plaintiff’s association with the magazine as degrading and offensive, it is reasonable for a DNCP victim whose likeness is shared on an escort or prostitute services website to claim that the association is degrading and offensive.

The plaintiff in *Lerman v. Flynt Distrib. Co.* was misidentified as the woman in a nude photograph in a magazine. The Second Circuit conducted a false light analysis and concluded that the publicity given to a photo of a nude actress who was not actually the plaintiff satisfies the “highly offensive to a reasonable person” standard. This logic extends to DNCP too, as DNCP depicts a person who is not exactly of the plaintiff herself either.

Because false light involves communication, this tort implicates free speech concerns. In the case where there is a disclaimer as to the content’s falsity, a court balancing the defendant’s First Amendment rights to create fictitious works against the plaintiff’s privacy rights may side with the defendant. But letting a disclaimer function as a get-out-of-liability card for the defendant might sweep too broadly. Even with these disclaimers, a court should still consider the possibility that the downstream viewer may not see the disclaimer if it were edited out altogether.
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G. Intrusion on Seclusion

Intrusion on seclusion protects the right to be let alone. This tort is available to plaintiffs whose private place or affairs were intentionally invaded, physically or otherwise, in a way that a reasonable person would find “offensive and objectionable.” Despite this seemingly broad formulation, most courts require some sort of invasion into a physical space.

The information taken by the actor during the intrusion need not be communicated to a third party for the plaintiff to have a claim, so DNCP creators who do not publish are potentially liable. Additionally, because the nature of this tort is intrusion, which is more conduct-like, and not publication, which is more speech-like, finding the defendant liable is less likely to raise the same level of First Amendment concerns as the other torts discussed.

DNCP’s artificiality is not an obstacle since this tort does not hinge on the truth or falsehood of the information but rather on how the actor obtained it. However, the physical intrusion requirement may pose an issue, as courts are unlikely to find that the DNCP creator pulling input data already circulating online, the typical process of gathering a faceset, to be physical intrusion into a private space. In these situations, there was no actual violation of the victim’s personal space. Media posted on the Internet, whether voluntarily by a private individual or by journalists documenting public figures, cannot be reasonably expected to remain private. NCP is more like an actual invasion, whereas DNCP is only the appearance of an invasion.

But perhaps the mere appearance of invasion should be sufficient to give rise to a cause of action. The risk of frivolous DNCP lawsuits is low given litigation-related burdens on the plaintiff, so there is less need for the judicially created physical intrusion requirement to serve as a limiting principle. From the average observer’s perspective, DNCP seems objectively intrusive. And from the victim’s perspective,
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she is not any less harmed if the photos were downloaded without her consent from her social media profile than if they were taken secretly with bugged cameras in her home. She expects a certain degree of privacy and protection in both settings.

Although the specific facts of each DNCP case will vary, there is, thankfully, a menu of potential tort remedies. While IIED may have the broadest reach, in other instances defamation, publicity in false light, or intrusion on seclusion may be a better fit.

IV. CONCLUSION

DNCP’s dangers stem from its generation of a new reality. This fabricated reality is a disease, not only harming the victim’s sense of identity but infecting her relationships with others as well. And as with illness, prevention of DNCP is better than a cure. No matter the criminal sentence or civil damages award, the harm would have already occurred. It may be compensable, but it is irreversible.

While we wait for criminal laws to catch up with the technological times, victims need not helplessly sit around. There already exists a suite of tort solutions that can be used to fight back against the absolute dystopian nightmare that is DNCP.